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Abstract

The paper present a short overview on active control of low frequency interior noise in aircraft cabins
caused by internal and external sources such as engines or turbulent air ow. For propeller driven aircraft as
well as for jet powered aircraft the latter are the most dominant sources for the generation of airborne and
structure-borne noise inside the aircraft cabin. Especially in the low frequency range active noise treatments
can be applied eectively to reduce the interior sound pressure level. The application can be based on feedforward controller or a feedback controller. Both structures can include self-adaptive algorithms in order to
track changings of the disturbing noise eld. Practical applications are known from commercial aircraft based
on systems with distributed sensors and actuators. The combination of all components yields the conclusion
that active control of aircraft interior noise can be interpreted as a mechatronic approach.
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Íåêîòîðûå èäåè â îáëàñòè àêòèâíîãî êîíòðîëÿ øóìà è âèáðàöèè
â ñàëîíàõ ñàìîëåòîâ
Êëåùêîâñêè Ò.
Ä.ò.í.(õàáèëèòèðîâàííûé äîêòîð), ïðîôåññîð, Ãàìáóðãñêèé óíèâåðñèòåò ïðèêëàäíûõ íàóê,
êàôåäðà ¾Àâòîìîáèëüíàÿ è àâèàöèîííàÿ òåõíèêà¿, ã. Ãàìáóðã, Ãåðìàíèÿ
Àííîòàöèÿ

Â ñòàòüå ïðåäñòàâëåí êðàòêèé îáçîð àêòèâíîãî êîíòðîëÿ íèçêî÷àñòîòíîãî âíóòðåííåãî øóìà
â êàáèíàõ ñàìîëåòîâ, âûçûâàåìîãî âíóòðåííèìè è âíåøíèìè èñòî÷íèêàìè, òàêèìè êàê äâèãàòåëè
èëè òóðáóëåíòíûé ïîòîê âîçäóõà.

Ñóùåñòâóþò âîçäóøíûå ñóäà ñ âèíòîâûì ïðèâîäîì è ðåàêòèâíûì

äâèãàòåëåì, ïîñëåäíèå ÿâëÿþòñÿ îñíîâíûìè èñòî÷íèêàìè ñîçäàíèÿ âîçäóøíîãî è ñòðóêòóðíîãî øóìà
âíóòðè ñàëîíà âîçäóøíîãî ñóäíà.

Â ÷àñòíîñòè, â íèçêî÷àñòîòíîì äèàïàçîíå ìîæíî ýôôåêòèâíî

ïðèìåíÿòü àêòèâíûå ìåòîäû øóìîçàùèòû äëÿ ñíèæåíèÿ óðîâíÿ âíóòðåííåãî çâóêîâîãî äàâëåíèÿ.
Ïðèìåíåíèå èõ ìîæåò áûòü îñíîâàíî íà êîíòðîëëåðå ïðÿìîé ñâÿçè èëè êîíòðîëëåðå îáðàòíîé ñâÿçè.
Îáå ñòðóêòóðû ìîãóò âêëþ÷àòü â ñåáÿ ñàìîàäàïòèâíûå àëãîðèòìû äëÿ îòñëåæèâàíèÿ èçìåíåíèé
ìåøàþùåãî øóìîâîãî ïîëÿ.

Èçâåñòíû ïðàêòè÷åñêèå ïðèìåíåíèÿ êîììåð÷åñêèõ ñàìîëåòîâ íà îñíîâå

ñèñòåì ñ ðàñïðåäåëåííûìè äàò÷èêàìè è èñïîëíèòåëüíûìè ìåõàíèçìàìè. Êîìáèíàöèÿ âñåõ êîìïîíåíòîâ
ïîçâîëÿåò ñäåëàòü âûâîä, ÷òî àêòèâíûé êîíòðîëü âíóòðåííåãî øóìà ñàìîëåòà ìîæíî èíòåðïðåòèðîâàòü
êàê ìåõàòðîííûé ïîäõîä.
Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà:

àêòèâíîå øóìîïîäàâëåíèå, âíóòðåííèé øóì ñàìîëåòà, èñòî÷íèê øóìà, ïóòü

ïåðåäà÷è øóìà, àäàïòèâíîå óïðàâëåíèå.
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Introduction

Active control of aircraft interior noise can act as an eective supplement of passive
noise treatments, especially in the low frequency range (below 400Hz) even if the application
of this technology requires a challenging and cross-disciplinary approach in order to design
a in many cases self-adaptive mechatronic system. Nowadays active control approaches are
of particular importance for the aircraft system design process because of weight-optimized
structural design and new engine technologies such as counter rotating open rotors. For this
reason this paper presents some insights on active noise and vibration control that is far away
of being complete. It is (only) aimed (i) to highlight basic noise phenomena, (ii) to provide
an overview on active control systems, and (iii) to comment on ight proven applications. The
references provided may be helpful for further reading.
1.

Noise sources and noise transmission paths

The (overall) sound pressure level (SPL) is a relevant measure to evaluate the comfort in
an aircraft cabin. In order to guarantee an acceptable noise oor, passive as well as active noise
treatments are used to isolate the cabin from external noise sources or to suppress disturbances
that are caused by internal sources. Because of weight-optimized structural design (based
on carbon-ber composite techniques), eective and robust control of noise and vibration
phenomena is nowadays of particular importance in aircraft system technology.
To achieve a signicant control prot by applying passive and/or active noise
treatments, it is important to identify the dominating noise sources as well as the most relevant
noise transmission paths. According to [1] it is possible to distinguish between internal and
external sources. A typical internal noise source is the ventilation system, whereas external
noise is mainly caused by the engines as well as by aerodynamic eects. An overview on
external and internal noise sources is given by Figure 1.

Fig. 1.

An overview on external and internal noise sources

Especially for propeller driven aircraft it is possible to distinguish between engine noise
caused by the propeller rotation, and power plant noise. The rst generally exceeds the noise
from the power plant with respect to its absolute level. Noise generated by propeller rotation
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causes a sound eld that is highly tonal in frequency content, compare Figure 2, and highly
directional in its spatial distribution.
The associated sound pressure eld is deterministic and completely correlated at all
points. The noise level is inuenced by factors such as engine power, tip speed, number of
blades, and distance between propeller tip and fuselage.

Fig. 2.

Power spectral density measured in a propeller driven aircraft

Fig. 3.

Power spectral density measured in a very light jet

Power plant noise was originally restricted to the exhaust noise of reciprocating engines.
Nowadays gas turbines (turbo-jet, turbo-prop, and turbo-fan) are of practical importance, see
[2]. For jet noise generated by these power plants, the acoustical eld on the airframe is random,
and can be an ecient exciter of structural vibrations at low frequencies. In addition engine
unbalance forces can also cause tonal components of cabin noise in a jet powered aircraft,
compare Figure 3. Furthermore, forward radiated noise from a jet engine fan inlet consists of
broadband and dominant tonal components at various frequencies (known as buzz-saw noise).
According to [2], aerodynamic noise is generated by the airow over the aircraft
surfaces. For smaller aircraft airow noise is important at higher frequencies. For larger,
jet powered, well streamlined aircraft, high speed ow generates signicant levels of turbulent
boundary layer noise that is usually the most important source of cabin noise for these types
of aircraft. Results of in-ight measurements of the uctuating pressure acting on the fuselage
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surface beneath the boundary layer taken from a large jet aircraft, operating at speeds from 138
to 242m/s at an altitude of 7620m, claried that the pressure was broadband and contributed
signicantly to the cabin noise between 100Hz up to frequencies above 2kHz. It was found that
increasing airspeed (from Mach 0,45 to Mach 0,78) resulted in an increasing pressure spectral
density of about 7dB.
The dierent types of noise sources can also be classied in respect of the disturbance
that is emitted by the source. Following this approach, compare [2], it is possible to distinguish
between airborne noise (uctuation of the acoustic pressure caused by an acoustic source that
radiates sound) and structure borne noise (caused by a structural source that emits mechanical
vibrations). These dierent mechanisms of noise generation are illustrated by Figure 4.

Fig. 4.

Mechanisms for sound generation

Consequently, it is necessary to distinguish between dierent noise transmissions paths.
These are the airborne path and the structure born path, see Figure 5. The rst is responsible
for cabin noise that is transmitted through the fuselage sidewall from sources that exert directly
on the exterior of the fuselage. The second transmits noise caused by mechanical forces or by the
aerodynamic pressure acting on distant regions of the airframe. Disturbances caused by these
excitations are transmitted through the structure and radiated into the fuselage as acoustic
sound. Examples, see [3], are:
- Cabin sidewall path (not well dened/distributed, transmission of airborne noise),
- Pressure bulkhead path (well dened/localized, transmission of airborne noise),
- Engine mount path (well dened/localized, transmission of structure borne noise
into fuselage),
- Fuselage path (not well dened/distributed, transmits structure borne sound
through fuselage).
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Sound transmission paths

Structure and functional principle of active systems

As outlined in section one, the cabin noise eld is excited by airborne noise as well
as by structure born noise. In order to (i) limit the emission of a specic source, (ii) reduce
the transmission along a specic path, and/or (iii) reduce the remaining sound pressure in the
cabin, passive noise control is in the majority of cases (especially in the mid and high frequency
range) a very eective, robust and cheep approach that is easy to implement and causes a
negligible maintenance eort.
However, especially in the low frequency range (below 400Hz) it can be necessary to
support passive treatments by active noise and vibration control techniques that are based on
the concept of active noise control (ANC) proposed by Dr. Paul Lueg, see [4], [5]. The original
idea of this approach is given by destructive interference of noise and anti-noise, as illustrated
in Figure 6. Nowadays, active control approaches can also be based on more advanced concepts
such as active control of the system input power or the maximization of acoustic dissipation.
These concepts are summarized in [6].
Regardless the enormous variety of engineering applications that range from noise
canceling headphones to active silencers, active control of interior noise can be interpreted
as a mechatronic approach, because an ANC system consists of loudspeakers as actuators,
microphones as sensors, and a real time processor for fast signal processing. The basic system
is given by the air lled cavity, compare Figure 7. This elastic continuum can be described by
the wave equation for the acoustic pressure - a partial dierential equation. Therefore, the plant
consists of a distributed parameter system. It behaves linear, if high sound pressure levels as
well as over-modulation of loudspeakers are avoided. The optimization of sensor and actuator
positions however results in a nonlinear problem. ANC is carried out to control the acoustic
potential energy.
As reported in [6], it is also possible to apply alternative control strategies such as
active structural acoustical control (ASAC  control of sound radiation), and active vibration
control (AVC  control of kinetic energy). ASAC can be applied with active tuned vibration
absorbers, see [7], whereas AVC has been realized using active mount systems, compare [8].
However, in many situations it is impossible to meet the requirements without the application
of ANC, compare Figure 8.
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Destructive interference of noise (red) and anti-noise (green)

Active control of aircraft interior noise interpreted as mechatronic approach

Fig. 8.

Decision making during ANC system design

Common to all concepts is the necessity of measuring physical values (e.g. the cabin
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sound pressure), and the generation of cancelling signals that can be used to reduce disturbing
quantities by a set of actuators. Information processing is  for every concept  needed, in
order to evaluate the measured values as well as to calculate the command signal. It can
be either adaptive or non-adaptive. Non-adaptive information processing uses the physical
measure provided by sensors to drive the actuators by manipulating the sensor signal with
a constant gain. On the one hand, this is a robust approach, but on the other hand it is
impossible to take into account for misadjustments that might be caused by a slight shift of
the excitation frequency, but also by a breakdown of sensors and/or actuators, if non-adaptive
control is applied. The dramatic eect of especially phase errors on the control prot is shown
in Figure 9.

Fig. 9.

Eect of errors on the control prot

Adaptive signal processing is capable of redening the control gain according to a
change of the disturbance or to variations in the plant. Adaptive control can be realized with
preview (known as the feed-forward approach) and without preview (known as the feedback
approach), see [9]. Both concepts are shown in Figure 10.
Feed-forward control (Figure 10  left) is based on the reference signal x and the
disturbance signal d. The latter is fed to the controller to compute the actuator signal u. This
controller is only able to cancel that part of the desired signal d which is correlated to the
reference signal x. The error signal e is used to adjust the feed-forward controller.

Fig. 10.

Information processing in control systems

The second control schema is the feedback structure, see Figure 10  right. Here,
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no reference signal x is required to provide the actuator signal u. Only the error signal e
is fed into to the controller. However, the missing reference can be approximated using an
internal model of the cancelling path. Applying feedback control it is possible to cancel the
deterministic part of the desired signal d. However, the delay between sensing and actuation
must by small compared to the sampling time to realize a signicant control prot. For this
reason application of feedback control leads in many situations to co-local control approaches
as known from Skyhook-dampers, see [10]. Finally, it should also be noticed that the hybrid
control strategy (a combination of feed-forward and the feedback control) combines the
advantages of both control structures.
As also reported in [9], the ltered-reference least mean square algorithm (FxLMS)
is most widely used for adaptive tonal and broadband active noise and vibration control
applications. The name of the algorithm is derived from the fact that the known or
approximated reference signal x is ltered with a model of the secondary path. The main
advantage of the algorithm is its simplicity and robustness. However, one drawback is the
relatively slow convergence and tracking performance which depends on the secondary path
and the signal statistic. To improve the performance, dierent variations such as the power
normalized FxLMS algorithm are used in practice. In some applications remote control is
required, because it is not possible to observe the sound pressure at the desired location. As
 in great detail  reported by Kestell in [16] adaptive control based on forward-prediction
virtual sensor techniques can be applied. Because the spatial discretization applied in this
approach is based to a nite number of nodes and only in one direction, the control prot
could be limited in the mid and high frequency range.
3.

Comments on Flight-Proven Applications

Johansson, see [11], states that two companies, Ultra Electronics (England) and Saab
Aircraft (Sweden), developed the rst commercially-available ANC system for reduction of
propeller induced noise in aircraft cabins. The rst commercial aircraft in the world in which
this technique was used is the SAAB 340 and its successor, the SAAB 2000.The rst SAAB
340 was delivered in the spring of 1994, and the rst SAAB 2000 was delivered later the same
year. The ANC system in the SAAB 340 uses 48 control microphones and 24 loudspeakers.
The system in the SAAB 2000 consists of 72 control microphones and 48 loudspeakers. The
functional principle of these systems is illustrated by Figure 11, whereas the eect on the cabin
noise eld (evaluated at a single position) is shown in Figure 12.

Fig. 11.

Structure of noise cancellation system in a propeller driven aircraft
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Principle of active noise cancellation in an aircraft

According to the manufacturer, see [12], the Ultra-system has up to now been adopted
on the Bombardier Q100, Q200, Q300 and Q400, Bombardier Challenger 601 and 604, Lockheed
Martin C-130, Beech King Air 350, and Saab 2000 and 340. According to Elliott Aviation, see
[13], an Ultra-system in a King Air 200 with 12 loudspeakers achieves a mean noise reduction
of 6-9 dB(A). Hansen, see [14], reports an Ultra-system with 96 input channels (error and
reference sensors) and up to 48 output channels for actuators. The error sensors were mostly
microphones, located just above the aircraft windows in the cabin lining as well as in the centre
of the ceiling lining and in the head racks. Performances of 10dB, 7dB and 3dB are given for
noise reduction of the fundamental frequency and the rst two harmonics (spatially averaged
reduction determined at passenger head-level).
Billoud, see [8] reports on the AVC system developed by the Lord Corporation that
was applied to reduce helicopter oor vibrations. This system uses up to 16 accelerometers
as sensors and is capable of driving up to four force actuators. In [8] Billoud also reports
on an ASAC application of Lord's technology in which the accelerometers were replaced by
microphones. Two jets, a Douglas DC-9 and a Cessna Citation X, were equipped with active
dampers at the engine mounts.
In both cases, the turbines were mounted on the rear fuselage and the error sensors
were distributed in the cabin lining in order to achieve global reduction. No absolute reduction
performance values are given for the Citation X. According to Billoud [8], a reduction of up to
8dB(C) at 120Hz and 170Hz was reached for the rear 45 seats of the DC9.
Other examples of ight-proven systems are noise-cancelling headphones, see [15], with
analogue feedback control. Because active headphones are able to act close to the error sensor
these systems provide a signicant noise reduction. An active attenuation of 25dB in the
frequency range 25 to 500 Hz was reported for a closed headphone. Open headphones reach an
attenuation of approximately 10dB in a frequency range between 400Hz and 1kHz.
Conclusions

The present paper was intended to provide some insights on active control of aircraft
interior noise. However, the topics mentioned in this article are only a percentage of the whole
story. Furthermore, the list of references is far from being complete. The author therefore
apologize to any colleague not mentioned in spite of their important contributions to academic
and/or applied research on passive and/or active control of aircraft interior noise.
It has been shown that the main sources for cabin interior noise are the engines and
the turbulent air ow. Interior noise with dominant harmonic contributions is caused by the
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rotating machinery of a propeller-driven aircraft. The noise signature in a jet-powered aircraft
is mainly broadband, because of the jet noise and the aerodynamic noise. It has also been
introduced that the interior noise eld is caused by both airborne noise (directly transmitted
through the fuselage into the cabin) and structure-borne noise (resulting from sound radiation
from the structure into the cabin after wave propagation in the structural parts).
As outlined in this contribution, active control of sound is applied especially in the
low frequency range to save both, weight and volume. It is usually applied, if passive noise
treatments are not suitable to reduce the interior noise level to a specied limit. The main idea
is based on the principle of destructive interference of primary noise with the canceling signal.
In most situations microphones are used as sensors and loudspeaker as actuators. In order
to adjust an active control strategy to changings in the primary noise eld and/or changings
in the secondary paths, adaptive control is applied, based on feed-forward or feedback control
implemented on a digital signal processor.
Commercial applications are known from propeller driven aircraft as well as from jet
powered aircraft. Global control  especially adjusted to single acoustic modes of the aircraft
cabin  can be applied successfully for propeller-driven aircraft. Local control of sound around
human head is possible for tonal as well as broadband noise and can therefore be found in
both aircraft types. The design of active noise control systems is a mechatronic approach and
requires expertise in the elds of engineering acoustics, digital signal processing and model
based system engineering.
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